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OLD vs NEW
Waterfront Leathers last did a store renovation at the end
of 2010 utilizing our first generation LED downlights and
tubes for the revamp. As part of the V&A Wharf tenant
policy, shopowners need to keep a fresh look for their
stores as well as align themselves with the Landlord’s
environmental policy of reducing carbon footprints.
Waterfront Leathers, obviously happy with the technology
originally installed, again turned to Lighting Revolution to
assist them in meeting reduced consumption charges as
well was to improve lighting levels for customers and
merchandising.
The “old” Waterfront Leathers had full glass frontage but a
bulkhead prevented a lot of natural light entering the shop and
limited chances at effective display.

Besides the internal lighting upgrade, a vastly improved
window and display are used maximum lighting opportunity
to display their goods. We hope the new store and lighting
design translates to more sales!

General and Specific
We designed a “ceiling of light” for the central bulkhead to
light up general illumination levels of merchandise on the
floor. We then used Robus Rock Star Wallwashers to light
up the side shelving and finally installed a new LED track
system allowing narrow-angle spotlights to highlight and
accentuate specific podium and detailed stock.
After all upgrades, we managed to maintain a 20W/square
meter requirement whilst at the same time, improving the
lux levels in the area dramatically.

Two large pane windows straddle an entrance portal with the
bulkhead now removed. After inserting the LED panels,
wallwashers and tracklights, the appearance and brightness of
the shop is immediately apparent.

In addition, the expensive ostrich leather stock doesn’t get
damaged by heat in the display cabinets.

We give you the green light!
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LED Panel lights, Wallwashers and Spots dominate the store.

